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Croissance diffusionnelie d'une fissure aux limites des grains

par

M.P. Puis et R. Dutton

Résumé

Le présent rapport considère la possibilité d'une rupture à haute

température se produisant par un mécanisme diffusionnel aux limites des

grains. On suppose qu'une fissure intergranulaire pré-existante

s'accroît par perte d'atomes à partir de l'extrémité de la fissure

jusqu'aux limites des grains. La rupture se produit lorsque la fissure

atteint une longueur critique. Un traitement théorique de la cinétique

de la croissance des fissures est présenté et des équations sont

obtenues pour la vitesse de la fissure et pour le temps requis jusqu'à

la rupture. On fait une comparaison avec un modèle théorique

précédemment développé par Charles, ainsi qu'avec des données de rupture

obtenues expérimentalement pour l'alliage à base de nickel Nimonic 80A.

On conclut que la vérification expérimentale des modèles théoriques

nécessite une comparaison avec les données de vitesse de fissure plutôt

qu'avec des données relatives au temps requis jusqu'à la rupture.
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THE DIFFUSIONAL GROWTH OF A GRAIN BOUNDARY CRACK

by
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ABSTRACT

This report considers the possibility of high temperature rup-

ture occurring by a grain boundary diffusional mechanism. It is assumed

that a pre-existing, intergranular crack grows by loss of atoms from the

crack tip to the grain boundary. Rupture occurs when the crack has

grown to a critical length. A theoretical treatment of the kinetics of

crack growth is presented and equations are derived for the crack velocity

and time to rupture. A comparison is made with a previous theoretical

model developed by Charles, together with rupture data obtained experi-

mentally for the nickel-based alloy, Nimonic 80A. We conclude that ex-

perimental verification of the theoretical models requires a comparison

with crack velocity data rather than time to rupture data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

High temperature fracture in both metallic and ceramic systems

usually occurs by intergranular failure at grain boundaries which are

normal to the applied tensile stress. At least two types of intergranu-

lar rupture have been characterized with normal metallography . At

higher stresses and lower temperatures, elongated wedge-type cracking is

observed, whereas at lower stresses and higher temperatures, spherical

cavltation is observed. However, even in the latter mode of failure,

careful examination of fracture surfaces has revealed that the classical
(2)

picturev ' of an array of isolated cavities on the grain boundary growing

and coalescing to cause fracture, does not, in general, represent the

actual situation. Thus, several workers have demonstrated that, even

if spherical cavities are formed initially, they often grow into elongated

cracks with finger-like protrusions. For this reason, models of high

temperature rupture should, in general, include the kinetic process asso-

ciated with the propagation of long thin cracks as well as the growth of
(2 9)

spherical cavities which is normally considered ' .

(2)
Detailed theories have been developed by Hull and Rimmer and

(9)
Speight and Harris for the growth of spherical cavities by absorption

of vacancies from the grain boundaries. The driving force for this pro-

cess was considered to arise from the difference in the chemical poten-

tial of vacancies at the cavity surface (determined by the surface energy

and radius of curvature) and at the grain boundary remote from the cavity

(determined by the tensile stress normal to the boundary). Although

Brinkman^101 and Balluffi and Seigle(11) originally pointed out that

strain energy, as well as surface energy terms, should be considered in

any thermodynamic and kinetic model of cavity growth based on vacancy

absorption, these strain energy terms have been largely neglected in such

theories. This is justified for spherical cavities where these terms are
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relatively small, but when cavities are developing as long thin cracks,

these terms become significant, since the compliance of the sample is

increased.

Both McLean and Taplin and Wingrove have suggested that

these strain fields play a significant role in creep rupture processes.

They affirm that the high strain fields promote high supersaturations of

vacancies in these regions resulting in the enhancement of the flux of

vacancies to the crack tip and hence the crack growth rate. There have

been further suggestions in the literature ' that elongated cracks

will grow by crack tip absorption of vacancies produced in the surroun-

ding matrix. However, these workers also contend that an opposing pro-

cess causes spheroidisation by surface diffusion of atoms to the crack

tip from the flat surface of the crack. This is suggested to occur

under the action of surface energy. This competing process was first
(14)

considered by Crussard and Friedel in their treatment of an ellipti-

cal crack lying normal to a tensile stress. They argued that as regions

at the crack tip were under tension, while regions at the upper and

lower surfaces of the crack were under compression, the resulting vacancy

flux would result in spheroidisation. Alternatively, they proposed that

as the strain energy is greater at the crack tip, a flux of vacancies

will be generated in the opposite direction, causing crack growth. The

latter process might be thought to dominate but they suggest that under

the influence of the surface energy, the high strain energy field would

be removed by spheroidisation. Crussard and Friedel conclude that

diffusion of vacancies from the lattice to the crack tip must compensate

this to maintain a sharp crack. The net effect is that vacancies arrive

at the crack tip to cause crack growth.

More recently, several authors have expressed the simi-

lar view that, whereas a grain boundary crack can grow by diffusion of

atoms into the grain boundary, the influence of the surface energy is to
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cause crack spheroidisation through rapid surface diffusion. However,

we have shown ' that in addition to the surface energy term, a full

derivation of the driving force for crack growth by any diffusional pro-

cess must consider the total free energy of sample plus stressing system.

This free energy includes terms due to the total strain energy field by

the crack, plus the potential energy of the stressing system. When

these terms are included, a contribution to crack growth will arise from

surface diffusion causing a sharpening, and hence growth, of the crack

tip. Spheroidisation by diffusion occurs only when the crack length is

less than a critical length and general crack-healing occurs. In our

calculations, the crack was idealized into a zero volume slit with
(19)atomic thickness, although some consideration was given to blunt

cracks. A more sophisticated calculation has recently been carried out

by McCartney where spheroidal cracks of finite volume were considered.

This treatment included the strain energy terms identified in our own

work. McCartney showed that for a given crack volume, surface diffusion

would occur to elongate the crack to a stable equilibrium shape. However,

when the crack volume is allowed to increase, e.g. by bulk diffusion of

vacancies to the crack tip, the crack will grow until final fracture

occurs. Unfortunately, this work did not consider the kinetics of such

crack evolution. As a result, no crack velocity equations emerge with

which to compare experimental crack growth and rupture data. We are

aware of three attempts to analyse the kinetics of the intergranular

crack growth process where crack tip strain energy terms have been

considered. None of the models considers the equilibrium shape charac-

teristics described by McCartney:

(1) Heald and Williams*21' have calculated the velocity of a wedge

crack at triple point grain boundary junctions. The crack

grows by grain boundary sliding plus a contribution from diffu-

sion of vacancies to the crack tip. The diffusional flux is

derived from considerations of the interaction of the vacancies
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with the stress field at the crack tip. This model has been
(19)shown to be incorrect for several reasons

(22)
(2) Charles has developed a model of diffusional crack growth

where the driving force resides in the effect of the crack

tip stress field on the free energy of formation and migra-

tion of vacancies. The basis of this model has also been
(23)

criticised

(3) Kinetic models for crack growth by a variety of diffusional
(18)

routes have been developed by us . Strain energy terms

have been included in the primary driving force, through the

complete chemical potential of atoms at the crack tip. Terms

arising from the interaction of vacancies with the stress

field at the crack tip have also been considered and found to
(24)

have a minor modifying effect . A brief description has

been given of the case of a grain boundary crack growing by a
(25)

grain boundary diffusion mechanism

(25)
In this report, we shall extend our earlier treatment of the grain

boundary crack and compare the predicted results with available experi-

mental data on the rupture of a nickel-based alloy, Nimonic 80A, a case
(22)

considered by Charlesv . Some emphasis will be given to a comparison

between Charles' treatment and ours.

2. THE MODEL

We assume a crack, as shown in Figure 1, with the grain boundary

impinging upon the crack tip of radius p; a is the applied tensile

stress, c is the crack length. Diffusion of vacancies to or from the
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crack tip is expected to occur mainly along the grain boundary. A

coordinate system has been superimposed upon the crack with positive x-

direction away from the crack tip along the grain boundary and the y-

axis parallel to the applied stress. Subject to these conditions, the

diffusion equation for vacancies is one-dimensional and is given by

N N D , <5 d(uA-u )

v RT dx U ;

where y and u are the chemical potentials of atoms and vacancies, re-
A V

spectively, in the matrix, D ,<5 is the product of the grain boundary

vacancy diffusion coefficient and the grain boundary thickness, N is

the number of lattice sites/volume and N is the vacancy fraction. The

above diffusion equation can be transformed to the usual Fick diffusion

equation by using the expression for U.-y based on dilute solution ther-
V (24)

modynamics given by Puis, Dutton and Stevens :

RT (to NA - to Nv) (3)

where G and G are the free energy changes on adding an atom to, respec-

tively, a lattice and a vacant lattice site in the absence of stress

apart from configurational effects; <f> is the interaction energy of a va-

cancy with the total stress at the point defect and N. is the atomic
A

fraction of atoms. Differentiating equation (3) with respect to x yields

J = - N D , 6
v o gb

dN N
v _v d$_

dx ~ RT dx
(4)

The second term in equation (4) is commonly referred to as the "drift"

term and represents the effect of the stress gradient on the otherwise

random migration of the defects. To solve equation (4), we assume that

steady-state conditions prevail (VJ = 0). The solution to (4) then re-

duces to a boundary value problem. Two boundary values are required.
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These are conveniently given by the vacancy concentrations at sinks and

sources where local equilibrium conditions can be maintained at all

times. In the present case, the boundary conditions are defined at the

crack tip and at some point along the grain boundary. However, for grain

boundary transport, a difficulty arises, since any point along the grain

boundary can, in principle, be a sink or source for the point defects.

Notwithstanding this uncertainty, for the purposes of this discussion,
(22)we assume, with Charles , that the source of vacancies is at a dis-

stance, L, from the crack tip where the local stress is equal to the

external or applied stress.

(24)
We have the following boundary values :

(a) Far from the crack (at x = L)

N v = N exp [iKL)/RT] exp [a^/RT] (5)

where N is the equilibrium vacancy concentration in an unstressed

crystal and <f>(L) is given further on.

(b) At the crack tip (at x = p)

N = N exp [<)><p)/RT] exp [-y'/RT] (6)
v vo a

In equations (5) and (6) above, the term <}>(x) represents the (molal)

interaction energy of the local stress with the defects in solution and

for a given stress state, determines the equilibrium vacancy concentra-

tion at any point, x. The terms p' and a V , on the other hand, repre-
a a a

sent the changes in (molal) free energy of the entire system (crack,

matrix and external stress system) when a crack of a given crack length,

c, is formed by the removal and replacement of atoms from the cavity to

the grain boundary. These energy changes can only be defined at the
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crack and the grain boundary; moreover, it is these terms which govern

whether crack growth by the removal of atoms is energetically favourable.

As will become evident further on, the <p(x) term merely governs the

kinetics of growth of the. crack, not its direction. Following Stevens
(18)

and Dutton we write

- a (Ba2
P a - Y); B = (7a)

or, alternatively, in terms of K = a /trc

I
2E

(1-V ) - Y (7b)

In equations (7) V is the partial molal volume of atoms, Y is the
3.

surface energy; E is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio, and K

is the stress intensity factor. The other quantities have been defined

before and are shown in Figure 1. There are various ways ' of

expressing <(>(x), the interaction energy. In the present case, because

of its particularly simple form, we use the expression due to Li, Oriani
and Darken

(26)

*(x) = V.

which can be written

1

v

3

E
3

E (8)

where V is the partial molal volume of vacancy formation (i.e., the

relaxation volume) and the a., (positive when tensile) are the principal

stresses. Physically, the first term in equation (8) represents the

work done by the external stress per mole addition of vacancies while

the second term represents the strain energy change of the stressed

matrix due to this addition.

At x=L, the only stress remaining is ao. = a . In addition,

the second term in equation (8) is now completely negligible and

can be written
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(9)

At x = p, the values of a.. are determined in the usual manner by the

applied stress and the length and configuration of the crack. Solution

of equation (4) for the boundary conditions (5) and (6) yields

N D 6 N
Jv (steady state) = £—^——^- (exp [a V /RT] - exp [-y'/RT]) (10)

where

e"*(x>/RTdx (11)

It turns out that for sensible values of p, L, crack length and applied

stress, $(L,p) ~ L -p. Substituting this value into equation (10)

yields exactly the solution we would have obtained if we had not includ-

ed the drift term into equation (4). Thus, inclusion of the drift term

has negligible effect on the vacancy flux.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

by

The vacancy flux causes a crack extension with time given
(18,24)

, V N V D . 6 N

i f » V = 4? Jv = O 4 P V P ) V°

which can be written

D 6 N
v * S^ p L

 V° (exp taaVa/RT] - exp [jî /RT]) (12)
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using N V = 1 and L-p ^ L, since L >> p and where pT can be expressed
o a "v a

in terms of a (equation (7a)) or K (equation (7b)).
a L

Equation (12) for crack velocity can be directly compared to

Charles' crack velocity expression (equation (7) or (9) of Reference 22)

if we make che correspondence D , N = D (Charles), where D is the

self-diffusion coefficient of the mobile species in the unstressed

state. Setting L=c = x (Charles) and 6=p we can make a numerical com-

parison of the crack velccity predicted by our equation and Charles',

using data for Nimonic 80A. We find that Charles' equation predicts a

crack velocity which is 10 times larger than ours, a very significant

difference in absolute magnitude! This is probably the reason why
-23 2

Charles obtained such an unreasonably low value for D = 3.6x10 m /s.

This was arrived at for Nimonic 80A by fitting his equation to the
(28} (291

stress-rupture data of Goldhoffv ' and Betteridgev . Charles' dif-

fusion coefficient seems low compared to, for instance, the data of

Wazzan for the bulk self-diffusion of nickel. Wazzan obtained

Db(Ni)=3.66xl0~20 m2/s at 923 K with an activation energy of 280 J/mol (66.8

kcal/mole). Moreover, the diffusion coefficient applicable to the present

crack growth mechanism (i.e. grain boundary diffusion) should, in fact,

be the grain boundary diffusion coefficient, which, according to Wazzan,

will be much faster at 923 K than the bulk diffusion coefficient. Thus,

if the stress-rupture data of Goldhoff^ and Betteridge^ ' is indeed

controlled by the diffusive growth of grain boundary cracks, our crack

velocity appears to yield a more realistic diffusion coefficient than

does Charles'. We will have more to say about this later.

Finally, we can use our model to obtain a plot of applied

stress against logint,., where tf is the time to rupture. We use the
(18)

same procedure as given by Stevens and Dutton to solve for the time

the crack takes to grow from its initial value, c. to its final critical

(fast fracture) crack length value, c . The initial crack length can be
(18)

estimated using
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c.
X Ba (13)

where y' is the fast-fracture surface energy (typically an order of

magnitude larger than the ordinary surface energy), and a is the

short-time rupture stress. The final, critical crack length is given by

(14)

Ba

Integrating equation (12) between these two limits yields:

4pL RT exp [-a V /RT]
Q. SL

«b V Ba2

s a a

Y'V

pRT
/I _

exp [a V /RT] - exp - — — (y'->
9 3 I

v exp [a V /RT] - exp -
3. SL

F Is_ l!la
- PRT ( a2
L max

" Y)

(15a)

where we have assumed 6 "v p ̂  1 nm and D^ = N D , = the grain boundary

self-diffusion coefficient.

Alternatively, as with the velocity, we can express the above

equation in terms of the stress intensity factor, K . This will be a

more useful form for analysing time to rupture data for specimens in

which a known crack size has been introduced. If we have a crack confi-

guration as given in Figure 1, we have

KT = 1.12 a /TTC" - a /ire"
I a a
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and, consequently

de
2 KI d KI
ir 2

a
a

Making this substitution in equation (12) and using the expression given

by equation (7b) for u1, we can integrate this over K and t to yield:

+

4pL RT exp (-a V /RT)
3. SL

D g b V B a2

s a a

-exp (aaVa/RT) - exp

V B

TrpRT

(Y - f
 KIi)

- exp (Y - f
 KIf )-

(15b)

where K and K are the initial and final stress intensity factors,

respectively. Note that it has not been possible to express t, entirely

in terras of K . Thus, care must be used in applying equation (15b) to

crack geometries other than the one given in Figure 1.

For the data appropriate to Goldhoff's results on Nimonic 80A,

equation (15a) is the most appropriate equation. Also, the second ex-

pression in the curly brackets of equation (15a) is then largely negli-

gible compared to the first (particularly at the higher a - values).
â

Thus for a > a Ik equation (15a) can be written
a max H

4Ly' exp [-a V /RT]
3. SL

max;

(16)

This clearly has a different stress dependence than Charles' result,

since Charles obtains a roughly linear a versus £nt, dependence.
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:(28)
A comparison of our model with the data of Goldhoff (Table

3 in Reference 28) and Betteridge^ ' on Nimonic 80A at 923 K is given

in Figure 2. This was obtained by fitting our equation to Goldhoff's

data at a = 340 MPa and solving for Dë This yielded Db = 2.45x10

m /s. The following additional data were used:

= 6.59 x 10~6
 m
3/mole

= 1.7 x 1011 N/m2 (923 K)
Nim

Y'

Y

a
max

= 0.3

= 10 J/m2

= 0.5 J/m2

= 930 MPa

= 8.3 x 10 m = half the grain diameter (assumed)

As can be seen from Figure 2, the results from our model yield a stronger

stress dependence than either the experimental results or those based on

Charles' model. Charles' equation has the following form:

8D (go )
s max

- — ] t, = exp [ - RN] 3N
(17)

where R = a and N
max

6a , with a , equal to the theoretical yield
tn tn

strength of the material (assumed to be 0.2 E by Charles).

Charles claims to obtain a very close fit to the experimental

data using N=13, D
—23 2 2

3.6x10 m / s , p = l n m and -y = 1 J/m . Using
equation (17) and the above data, we obtain the curve designated as

C(N=13) in Figure 2. The value of g was obtained using 3 = N/o
th

11 2
N/0.2 E where we have assumed E = 1.7 x 10 N/m which appears to be

the value used by Charles. Alternatively, Charles has derived an ex-
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(22)pression for 3 based on a thermodynamic argument . This yields,
2 -

3 = v*/RT = -? V /RT where v* is the volume of transport and V the molal

volume. For Nimonic 80A, V is assumed to be the molal volume of Ni

(i.e. Ni is the diffusing species). Using the above value of E, N can

thus be calculated independently and comes to ^ 11. With this value of

N, equation (17) yields the plot denoted by C(N=11) in Figure 2. Note

that this curve has a slightly different slope from that with N=13;

nevertheless, both show reasonable agreement with the experimental data.

.Both our curves calculated from Charles' equation are dis-

placed somewhat from the. experimental points,but it is evident that

the position of the theoretical curve is quite sensitive to the value

of 3, since S occurs to the fourth power in equation (17). Therefore,

assuming that Charles derived a slightly different value of 6 from ours

(by using a different value of E), it is possible to account for the

displacement of our curve (N=13) from the data points. The diffusion

coefficient derived by Charles to give a good fit of his model to the

experimental data is clearly incorrect. Charles' rupture mechanism is

based on the slow growth of cracks by grain boundary diffusion. Thus

crack growth, and hence rupture, should be controlled by the grain boun-

dary self-diffusion coefficient, Dgb. According to Wazzan^3 , Dgb(Ni) =
-12 2 S S

2.51 x 10 m /s at 923 K. This is 11 orders of magnitude faster than

Charles' value! On the other hand, the diffusion coefficient derived

from our model is considerably better (4 orders of magnitude less than

Wazzan's value); nonetheless, even in our case, the discrepancy between

the measured value of T> (Ni) and our derived value is still significant.S KbIn addition, in our model, the derived value of D& is linearly dependent
S

on the assumed value of the effective diffusion distance, L. Our choice

of L is probably conservatively large (half the average grain diameter,

i.e. L=8.3 x 10 m ) . Smaller values of L, such as for instance, the

value chosen by Charles (equal to the crack length, i.e. 1.7 x 10 m,

calculated using equation (13)) would tend to worsen the discrepancy

between our derived D8 (Ni) and the experimental one.
S
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In view of the above discrepancies of our model with experi-

ment, it seems useful to inquire whether the stress-rupture results can

be explained by a mechanism other than the diffusive growth of cracks

by grain boundary diffusion. We have previously ' derived expressions

for the diffusive growth of cracks by means of three other processes:

bulk, surface and vapour phase diffusion. The expressions for the times

to rupture for two of these three processes are summarized below . For

completeness, we have also included the expression based on the. grain

boundary diffusion mechanism, given by equation (15a) above:

1) Bulk:

2p2£n(-)RT
f ( aa )

ab ^ 2 f ( aa )

IT D b V B a a

sa a

2) Grain Boundary:

4p2 CF)RT exp [- a V /RT]

— ^ r-?-a F(a j
DgbV B a a

sa a

3) Vapour Phase:

(20>

We have not included the expresssion based on the surface diffusion
mechanism, since recent work^ ' has shown that the details of crack
extension must, in this case, be examined more carefully than was
done in our previous treatment.
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where

f(aa)
Y'V a

p RT a
-) +

1-

1-

-exp

-exp

Va
P RT

V
a

p RT

(Y

(Y

1 - Y)

2
a

i a
2

a
max

- Y)

(21)

and F(a ) in equation (19) is the same as f(a ) except that the l's in
SL * Si

the In of equation (21) are replaced by exp [a V /RT]. In the above,
i a a

D is the bulk self-diffusion coefficient, M is the mass of a gram-atom,
S

and p the vapour pressure
/io\

^

Except for the exp [a V /RT] factor in the grain boundary
3. 3.

case, the stress dependence of all three processes is the same. More-

over, for the Nimonic 80A data examined above, exp [a V /RT] differs
cL 3.

little from unity. Hence none of the three processes will fit the

stress dependence of the data very well. We have, however, derived a

value for the bulk self-diffusion coefficient, assuming this process to

be the rate controlling one, by attempting an identical fit to the data

as was done for the grain boundary crack case. This procedure yields

D (Ni, derived) = 7.13 x 10 m /s, using the same values for the

constants as before. The experimental value by Wazzan is D (Ni,
—20 2 s

experiment) = 3.66 x 10 m /s. Thus, from the point of view of the

diffusion data alone, crack growth by bulk diffusion appears to be the

more appropriate mechanism to describe the experimental stress-rupture

results of Nimonic 80A.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the last section, we discussed the uncertainty in the

absolute magnitude of the predicted times to rupture for Nimonic 80A,
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through the choice of the correct diffusion coefficient. Apart from

this problem, some comment must be made on the theoretical prediction of

the stress dependence of the time to rupture. Figure 2 shows that the

stress dependence contained in Charles' equation fits the data more

closely, while the stress dependence of our equation deviates markedly.

We believe that, because Charles' model is based on several erroneous
(23)

physical concepts , the apparent success of his final equation is

completely fortuitous. In contrast, we believe that our diffusional

model is based on well-founded thermodynamic principles. The question

then arises, "Why should the agreement between experiment and theory be

poor?" A simple answer would be that creep rupture of Nimonic 80A under

the experimental conditions examined does not occur by a simple diffu-

sional process; it could, for example, occur by a plastic tearing pro-

cess. However, before such a conclusion can be made, it is useful to

examine the origin of the stress dependence contained in the time to

rupture equations.

In general, there are three separate and consecutive processes

to be considered in the time dependent rupture of any material: (1)

crack initiation, which is the first requirement and may be stress

dependent; (2) crack growth, which also may be stress dependent; (3)

final fracture, which results when the cracks have grown to some criti-

cal stage. This fracture criterion stage may also be stress dependent.

All three processes contribute to the overall stress depen-

dence. Both Charles' and our treatment assume the pre-existence of a

flaw (no stress dependence for crack initiation). This single crack is

allowed to grow to a critical length determined by a Griffith-type

fracture criterion which is contained in the instantaneous fracture

parameter c. or KTf. In this regard, the two approaches are identical;

their major departure is in their treatment of the crack velocity kine-

tics. When we consider the usual microstructural details of creep

rupture (e.g. in Nimonic alloys ), numerous cavities are observed on
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the grain boundary plane. Thus, more than one crack is initiated and

the final fracture event reflects the linking-up of such an array. The

stress dependence of this structural evolution is not contained in the

simple models discussed in this report. For example, one might conjec-

ture that at higher stress, more cracks are initiated, such that the

amount of crack growth preceding fracture is considerably reduced. This

would decrease the times to rupture at higher stresses and would result

in an increase in the predicted overall stress dependence. This beha-

viour would certainly improve the agreement between our crack growth

model and the data for Nimonic 80A.

These remarks serve to point out that the kinetic treatment

outlined in this report is mainly directed at crack growth and not

rupture. For this reason, it would be more appropriate to compare the

models with crack velocity data, employing fracture mechanical techni-

ques. Methods have been developed for measuring crack velocities and it

has been shown that such data can be correlated through the sharp crack
(32)

stress intensity factor . With this in mind, we have plotted the

theoretical crack velocity versus K , in Figure 3, for Nimonic 80A under

grain boundary and bulk diffusional control (Equation 12 or equivalent)

at 923 K. To our knowledge, no corresponding experimental data exist

for comparison. It is worth noting that, although grain boundary diffu-

sion is more rapid than bulk diffusion, the different activation ener-

gies for these processes can result in bulk diffusional dominance at

higher temperatures. Similar behaviour has been reported earlierv

Note also that Figure 3 indicates a two-stage behaviour (highly stress

dependent at low K , low stress dependence at higher K^), which is often

observed in studies of stable crack growth.
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FIGURE 1

Geometry for diffusion of atoms along the grain boundary. Atoms can
diffuse to and from the crack tip in a roughly linear fashion (shown
by arrows) along the grain boundary.
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FIGURE 2

Comparison of experimental time to rupture data and theory for Nimonic 80A
C refers to Charles' treatment (for N=13 and N=ll) and PD refers to present
treatment for grain boundary diffusion (gb) and bulk diffusion(b).
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FIGURE 3

Theoretical plot of crack velocity versus stress intensity for Nimonic 80A.
The grain boundary and bulk diffusional cases are presented.
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